
REDWOODS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT 
Minutes of the Meeting of the Curriculum Committee 

Eureka: 7351 Tompkins Hill Road, SSA 202  
Del Norte: 883 W. Washington Boulevard, Room E2 

 

Meeting Date: November 9, 2018 

Members Present: Sean Thomas, Nicole Bryant Lescher, Jennifer Burlison, Levi Gill, Marla Gleave, Angelina Hill 
(Ex-Officio) 

Members Absent: Steve Brown, Justine Shaw 

1. Call to Order: Curriculum Committee Chair, Sean Thomas, called the called the meeting to order at 1:08 p.m. 

2. Introductions & Public Comment: None. 

3. Approval of the Minutes: Marla Gleave moved to approve the minutes of the October 26, 2018 meeting, 
seconded by Jennifer Burlison. There being no objection, the minutes were approved as amended.  

Marla clarified background info re: AB 705 language: 

UC GE and CSU GE review will want to see language that states a pre-requisite due to AB705 mandates. C-ID will 
want similar language if the descripto sepcifies a pre-requisite.   

4.  Action Items 

4.1 Distance Education: NURS-3 Nursing Science and Practice Concepts III – Roberta Farrar 

4.2 Distance Education: NURS-4 Nursing Science and Practice Concepts IV – Roberta Farrar 

4.3 Distance Education: NURS-20 RN Transitional Concepts – Roberta Farrar 

Marla Gleave   [M], Nicole Bryant Lescher  [2nd] to consider items 4.1-4.3 as a batch. Following 
discussion, the motion to approve was passed by the following roll call vote:  

Brown Bryant Lescher Burlison Gill Gleave Shaw 

- Y Y Y Y - 

Discussion:   

      

4.4 New Certificate of Achievement: CSU-GE Breadth Cert. of Achv. – Matt McCann  

Marla Gleave   [M], Jennifer Burlison  [2nd] Following discussion, the motion to approve was passed by 
the following roll call vote:  

Brown Bryant Lescher Burlison Gill Gleave Shaw 

- Y Y Y Y - 

Discussion:   

Sean Thomas thanked Matt McCann for his work on developing this certificate, which can provide an 
active program for students preparing to transfer without completing an Associate Degree.    



4.5 Degree Revision: Liberal Arts: Humanities, Language, & Communication A.A. – Kristy Carlsen 

Marla Gleave   [M], Nicole Bryant Lescher  [2nd] Following discussion, the motion to approve was passed 
by the following roll call vote:  

Brown Bryant Lescher Burlison Gill Gleave Shaw 

- Y Y Y Y - 

Discussion:   

Yurok 1A was added to the list of restricted electives, as its exclusion was unintentional.  

4.6 Course Revision: AJ-83 Basic Law Enforcement Academy Module I – Ron Waters 

Marla Gleave   [M], Jennifer Burlison  [2nd] Following discussion, the motion to approve was passed by 
the following roll call vote:  

Brown Bryant Lescher Burlison Gill Gleave Shaw 

- Y Y Y Y - 

Discussion:   

      

4.7 New Course: PE-38 Dance Improvisation and Theater – Marla Gleave 

Marla Gleave   [M], Jennifer Burlison  [2nd] Following discussion, the motion to approve was passed by 
the following roll call vote:  

Brown Bryant Lescher Burlison Gill Gleave Shaw 

- Y Y Y Y - 

Discussion:   

      

4.8 Course Revision: MATH-15 Introduction to Statistics – Levi Gill 

Jennifer Burlison   [M], Nicole Bryant Lescher  [2nd] Following discussion, the motion to approve was 
passed by the following roll call vote:  

Brown Bryant Lescher Burlison Gill Gleave Shaw 

- Y Y Y Y - 

Discussion:   

Catalog special note discussion: how to word this coherently? It's a challenge. The department wants to 
'strongly recommend' 15S to any student without prior math (algebra/path to stats), but Nicole Bryant 
Lescher thinks as worded it could be viewed as requiring students who don't have a 'pre-req' to 
complete a 'co-req.' and thus the Chancellor's Office may want to see validation data. 

Sean Thomas suggested this wording: MATH-15S Support for Statistics is strongly recommended to take 
concurrently for students without prior mathematics experience, such as Algebra II or Pathway to 
Statistics.  

Levi Gill clarified that students who have taken MATH-102 shouldn't take MATH-15S, because everything 
in 15S is also included in 102. 



Marla Gleave expressed her thanks to the folks involved in conversations at the state level for bringing 
their knowledge to this discussion.  

Marla Gleave   [M], Nicole Bryant Lescher  [2nd] Following discussion, the motion to renew CR GE Area 
D3 was passed by the following roll call vote:  

Brown Bryant Lescher Burlison Gill Gleave Shaw 

- Y Y Y Y - 

Discussion:   

      

Jennifer Burlison   [M], Marla Gleave  [2nd] Following discussion, the prerequisite was passed by the 
following roll call vote:  

Brown Bryant Lescher Burlison Gill Gleave Shaw 

- Y Y Y Y - 

Discussion:   

      

 

 

5.  Discussion 

5.1 CR GE Area D3 and demonstration of mathematical competency 

Courtney Loder explained that there is language in AP4025 and the College Catalog rendered obsolete 
by AB705 that needs to be updated. Specifically, the language re: CR GE Area D3 which currently states: 

"Regardless of the course students complete to fulfill this requirement, all students must demonstrate 
competence in mathematics by obtaining a satisfactory grade in a mathematics course or by completing 
an assessment and achieving a score at or above the level of Intermediate Algebra in order to qualify 
for an AD." 

Sean Thomas suggested that we discuss options for updating this language today, then make it an action 
item at our next meeting to make an official recommendation to the Academic Senate. 

After discussion of a few different hypothetical scenarios, it was determined that the following language 
would be acceptable:  

"Regardless of the course students use to fulfill this requirement, all students must demonstrate 
competence in mathematics by obtaining a satisfactory grade in a mathematics course, or by 
demonstrating completion of Intermediate Algebra with official high school or college transcripts in 
order to qualify for an AD."  

It was questioned how this language about transcripts impacts/applies to students doing MMAP without 
transcripts. Courtney clarified that students placing without transcript data can still take transfer level 
math, which would count for Area D3. What this change would mean is that they can't take CIS-1 and 
count it toward area D3 without a transcript showing they've taken math elsewhere. 

5.2 Local Policies in catalog (2018-2019 p. 22) creating barriers to program completion:  



This committee has been asked to consider the following local policies, which are listed only in the 
college catalog, and have been reported as creating unnecessary barriers to program completion:   

• A maximum of 4 units of Physical Education activity/movement courses will apply toward the 60 
units required for an Associate Degree. 

• Only the first 14 units completed with a grade of Pass (P) completed at College of the Redwoods will 
apply toward the 60 units required for an Associate Degree. 

• To be awarded a second (or subsequent) Associate Degree, students must complete at least 15 
semester units at College of the Redwoods in addition to the units required for the first degree, 
meeting all GPA and minimum grade requirements, and must also complete all of the major 
requirements for the second (or subsequent) degrees. 

Evaluator Tatiana Robinson joined us for this discussion, as she is the person responsible for enforcing 
these policies and can speak to the barriers they create.  

Sean Thomas expressed concern about whether we were considering changing or removing these 
policies as a response to the new funding model, which incentivizes program completions. Tatiana 
Robinson and Courtney Loder explained that while increased completions would benefit us in the new 
funding model, the issues created by these policies and discussion about whether they are necessary 
have been happening since before the model was announced.  

A question was raised about the possible impact of removing the requirement of 15 additional units for 
second degrees, particularly in situations where we have multiple degrees with similar overlap (e.g., LA: 
Science and LA: Science Exploration. Courtney Loder suggested that this could prompt a closer look at 
duplicative programs moving forward, and consensus was reached that these questions shouldn’t 
prevent the policy change.  

Following discussion, the committee reached consensus that these policies do create an unnecessary on 
burden on students, and that removing them from the catalog is in the best interest of our students and 
the institution.  

 

6. Announcements and Open Forum 

Courtney Loder announced that the new Distance Education proposal form (approved at the October 26 
meeting) is now available on the Curriculum Forms webpage.  

 

7. Adjournment: On motion by  Marla Gleave , seconded by Nicole Bryant Lescher  , the meeting was adjourned 
at 3:05p.m. 


